
 

 

Simplifying the supply of homes. 
Fast, efficient, economical and sustainable supply of  housing 

PROGRESS THROUGH CHANGE 



Modular Homes meet/exceed all 
Building Regulations Standards 

Modular homes are permanent 
structures — “real property.” 

Any configuration—1 bed plus 
Fully customizable 
Sustainable construction with 

zero waste 
Exceed thermal requirements 
Fully Mortgageable 
Delivered to site in weeks not 

months 
Minimal defects 
From a single unit to unlimited 

multiples 

THE ADVANTAGES 

Progress to dramatically increase the supply of homes can only take place Through Change  to 
increase the supply. Change is fundamental to ensure progress. Change to accept more efficient 
building techniques and environments is the simplest and most effective solution. Traditional building 
is inefficient, expensive, environmentally damaging, time consuming, inaccurate and wasteful in 
comparison to off-site construction techniques. 

One of the biggest misconceptions people have of modular housing is that they are inferior and a 
temporary solution. CITIPODs are a permanent installation. CITIPOD Homes exceed the quality of on
-site homes. CITIPOD Homes are fully customizable and mortgageable (s.t.c) 

Just in the way motor cars are manufactured, CITIPODS are built on a production line in supervised 
and clean conditions, ensuring quality and consistency, no matter what the weather. In all aspects, 
modular homes surpasses site built housing in quality and efficiency Speed and quality of production 
are equally important. From place of order 12 units can constructed and (subject to planning) be 
installed and ready for occupation on site in 15 weeks. Traditional construction can take in excess of 
a year . 

CITIPOD Homes are “Off Site” 
constructed homes. The homes 
(CITIPOD modules) are 

permanent residential installations constructed using the latest 
material technologies in bespoke manufacturing facilities. The 
factory manufacturing environment allows for greater accuracy 
and supervision of manufacture with fewer defects than on-
site construction. A single unit can be manufactured within a 
week, with multiple units needing less time.  

The completed accommodation units leave the factory fully 
completed, ready for immediate installation and use. Whist the 
accommodation units are manufactured the on-site enabling 
works: access, foundations, services etc are all completed in 
synergy with the CITIPOD manufacture, further reducing time 
to completion.  

The units integrate seamlessly into almost any configuration 
and can be accommodated up to 7 storeys (subject to site 
conditions) 



 

 

CITIPOD  modular units are  
factory produced using sustainable 
products. Constant research into 
alternative  and sustainable 
materials usage and efficient 
construction ensures CITIPOD not 
only provide value for money but 
offers a sustainable off-site 
alternative to traditional on site 
construction. CITIPOD modular 
units produce 0% waste. 

CITIPOD do not require traditional 
skilled “construction” labour in the 
manufacturing process. As the work 
place is a controlled environment 
(factory), skilled labour from other 
industries can be employed together 
with the engagement of apprentices 
and persons with disabilities that 
would otherwise be precluded from 
construction sites. Using labour from 
other  industries and varied sources, 
CITIPOD is not subject to the infla-
tionary costs and lack of supply that 
the construction industry is subject-
ed to, further offering security of re-
sources and costs. 

Modular homes are permanent and need planning permission 
in the same way as traditionally built homes.  Each scheme 
will need an individual planning application, some schemes 
may result in external aesthetic changes.  CITIPOD will pro-
vide all planning advice, consultations and  applications.  

CITIPOD homes are flexible in arrangement ensuring even the 
most difficult sites can be efficiently and effectively laid out to 
achieve maximum returns. 

CITIPOD homes  are available in single storey or two storey 
and can be erected up to 7 high, available with bespoke stair-
wells and external balconies and can achieve high densities 
due to the flexibility of layouts. 

The biggest features of modular housing are the speed 
that they can be built and installed, with sustainability at its 
heart. The units are designed to exceed Building Regula-
tions  and can be designed to Code for Sustainable Homes 
Level 6 (Carbon Neutral). The massive reduction in finance 
costs and increased return on investment due to the re-
duced supply time, reinforces CITIPOD modular homes as a 
superior housing solution. No issues with weather and relat-
ed quality issues. No wastage. . These dwellings appreciate 
in the same way as on-site built housing.   



simplifying the supply of homes 

CITIPOD offers value throughout the supply process. Less 
time (up to 60%) is needed to complete the 
accommodation ,resulting in quicker placing of tenants and 
therefore a faster return on capital. Capital expenditure is 
more concentrated thus reducing any interest payment. Only 
4 ”stage” payments are made throughout the manufacturing 
and installation process. No on-site inspections are required, 
negating the cost of a clerk of works, architect or surveyor. 

CITIPODs use of high tech components results in minimal 
running costs including maintenance. 

CITIPOD Modular Homes addresses the increasing and 
immediate demand for accommodation to local authorities and  
organisations supplying accommodation to those in immediate 
housing need. CITIPOD Modular Homes offer housing 
providers an immediate and cost effective accommodation 
solution to this burdening housing shortage. 

CITIPOD understands the wide spectrum of each clients 
housing needs and each unit can be customised to 
accommodate these needs. Our approach to clients 
requirements are simple and straightforward. 

CITIPOD Housing provides a complete factory built home. The 
standard CITIPOD requires no on-site works, other than 
installation and infrastructure. Fabricating the buildings as 
large a logistically possible direct from factory , offers an ideal 
solution to form vs function 

Key workers 
Affordable housing 
Social housing 
Emergency housing 
Sheltered accommodation 
Mobility homes 
Disabled persons 
Short term “moving on” 

housing 
Families  
Medical 
Elderly 

CITIPOD Homes are manufac-
tured in optimal conditions result-
ing in zero waste. Any unused 
materials are either restocked or 
recycled. There is no wastage 
which accounts for at least 20% 
of on-site material consumption. 
A full chain of custody of all  sup-
plied materials  ensures con-
sistency of quality. All timber 
products are FSC certified. 



 

 


